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Report on the ‘Research Students Who Teach survey’: Preliminary Findings 
 
Summary 
 
This a report on the preliminary findings for the Research Students who Teach Survey at City 
University London. The survey is being conducted by City’s Student Union. It was launched on 
the 23rd of March and will close on the 4th of May, after which a more detailed report will be 
generated. The current findings reflect the sample as the 27th of April. This report focuses on 
the key aspects and issues for research students teaching on a studentship, and those who do 
hourly-paid teaching work. 
 
One action required. 
 

 
Recommended Action 
 
Senate is asked to consider the paper.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Publication: Open 
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Key Findings: 
 

• 72% of those surveyed are currently involved in teaching activity 
• Nearly all studentship holders (56 out of 65) are required to teach as part of their 

stipend. 
• 80% of those fulfilling studentship teaching requirements do not have a written 

contract 
• The hours of teaching required for a studentship vary across departments and 

Schools. 
• Only 28% of funded students report the teaching requirements were specified in their 

offer letter.  
• 35% of studentship holders reported teaching more than 6 hours a week on average 
• Just over half of those teaching on studentships agreed with the statement “if I were 

free to choose, I would have chosen to teach less”. 
• An equal amount strongly or somewhat agree the amount of teaching they are 

required to do as part of their studentship is fair and reasonable as do those who 
somewhat or strongly disagree. 

• Two-thirds (67%) of the sample have done paid teaching work. 
• 80% have received or are waiting to receive teaching contracts, but 43% stated they 

only received their contracts after they had started teaching 
• A minority reported being on UniTemps contracts for teaching work 
• Half of all hourly paid teachers reported being on the Grade 5 or Grade 6 pay rate. 

The remainder are either unsure or indicated they received another hourly pay rate. 
• Half of the hourly-paid teachers (28) spend less than 4 hours per week on teaching. 

Nearly a quarter (13; 23%) spend 8 hours or more. 
• An almost equal amount of people somewhat agreed (27%) that their rate of pay was 

adequate, as those who strongly disagreed (25%). 
• Over 50% of respondents somewhat disagreed or strongly disagreed that the 

contract allocates adequate time for preparation. 

 

 Demographics of the Sample 
 

• There are 93 full-time and 15 part-time PhD students.  
• Approximately a third each are in their second or third year.  
• Most (over two-thirds) are in their late 20s/early 30s.  
• 57 per cent identified as women, 37 per cent as men. 
• Over half of the whole sample (65) hold a doctoral studentship or scholarship from 

City University. 
• 72 per cent of the whole sample are currently involved in teaching activity.  
• Most of the sample have taught in the School of Arts and Social Sciences (53) and 

the School of Mathematics Computer Science and Engineering (29) with 12 from the 
School of Health Sciences. Responses from CASS (6) and Law (3) were noticeably 
low, which may indicate either a smaller number of research students in these 
schools or a lack of teaching opportunities. 
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Funded Students who Teach 
 
Studentship Teaching Requirements 
Studentship holders were asked whether they were required to teach as part of their 
studentship agreement (i.e. are not paid for this work on top of their stipend). 
 
Out of 65 respondents, 56 stated they do have to fulfil such requirements, whilst 3 stated 
they are paid on top of the studentship for their teaching work (all from SMCSE), and 6 were 
not sure. 
 
Studentship holders were also asked whether they hold a contract for this teaching work. 
The vast majority, at 48 out of 60 respondents (80%) answered no, whilst 8 respondents 
said yes and 4 were unsure. Those with a contract were mostly from the SMCSE (7), 1 was 
from CASS. 
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Of those that did have a contract: 
o 3 said it mentioned their teaching duties 
o 5 said that it specified their hours of work. 
o 5 said that is specified the pay for these hours  

 
Those without a written contract were asked whether there is a specified amount of teaching 
they have to do. 32 respondents answered yes, 10 stated there wasn’t and 12 were not 
sure. 
 
There was a noticeable inconsistency in how many hours this teaching requirement entailed, 
across departments and Schools. Some studentship holders have to start teaching from 
their first year, whilst others only teach in years 2 and 3. Respondents were asked an open-
ended question about how much teaching they are required to do as part of the studentship, 
and how this amount is calculated, to which there were a number of varied responses. Some 
respondents expressed confusion about how the amount of required teaching is worked out, 
and others claimed this specified amount does not reflect the actual number of hours they 
spend teaching: 
 

“40 contact hours with a x2.5 multiplier, 2 seminars per term on average” 
 
“I have been told that I am expected to do 100 hours per year (after year 
one) in fulfillment of my studentship requirements. No idea how it is 
calculated, other than the vague detail of a multiplier of 2.5 for marking 
allocation beyond taught seminar hours (which I did 4 per week), and 
emails, prep, readings, student meetings etc.” 
 
“No more than 6 hours per week, at discretion of supervisor.” 

 
“Not clear if 50 hrs/year or 50hrs over 3 years” 

 
“Requirement of 3 hours per week during term time, no pay” 

 
“I was required to do 150h/year, according to the hours defined by the 
module leader (not effective hours). Currently, I am doing paid teaching 
(120h) and I log my hours.” 
 
“As a first year I am required to teach 30 hours/year and for the 
remaining two years 50 hours/year. This does not take into account any 
preparation nor any marking time.” 

 

Communication of the specified teaching hours came from a variety of sources, through both 
official and word-of-mouth channels. A near equal amount found out from their offer letter 
(28%) as those who found out from their supervisor (27%), suggesting not all students were 
aware of the specified amount of teaching they would have to do until after accepting their 
offer. Some found out from other students (12%) or the departmental PhD handbook (9%). 
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Of the 6 respondents who answered ‘other’, one noted their supervisor was unaware of the 
teaching requirements and one stated they had to request for the official paperwork where 
this requirement was specified: 

 
“My advisor was unclear on the requirements and felt that this number 
was too high.” 
 
“Paperwork/Documents reviewed on request during PhD Student-Staff 
Liaison Committees (or similar)” 

 
Teaching Duties and Hours 
Respondents were asked to indicate the duties that they carry out as part of their 
studentship teaching requirement. Teaching preparation, delivery, assessment and 
answering student queries make up the majority of respondents’ duties. A minority of 
respondents are taking on significant responsibilities, including leading a module (8%) and 
pastoral responsibilities (15%), for which they do not receive any extra pay.  
 
For 
the 

very small minority of studentship holders who held teaching contracts which specified their 
teaching duties (3), contracted duties included: leading seminars/tutorials/labs; course-
related administration; marking/assessment and assessment feedback sessions. However, 
all 3 respondents reported engaging in teaching duties not stated in their contract (such as 
delivering lectures and holding office hours).  
 

From my offer letter
28%

From a departmental 
PhD handbook

9%
From my supervisor

27%

From the Head of 
Department

6%

From other students
12%

Other (please 
specify):

18%

"How did you first find out about this specified amount of teaching"?

Answer   
 

Frequency % 
Leading a module   

 

5 8% 
Planning lectures   

 

23 38% 
Delivering lectures   

 

26 43% 
Planning seminars/tutorials/labs   

 

32 52% 
Leading seminars/tutorials/labs   

 

46 75% 
Course-relation administration 
(e.g. taking registers) 

  
 

35 57% 

Pastoral responsibilities   
 

9 15% 
Holding office hours   

 

20 33% 
Replying to student emails   

 

38 62% 
Marking/assessment   

 

49 80% 
Assessment feedback sessions   

 

22 36% 
Other (please specify):   

 

6 10% 
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Respondents were asked to estimate how many hours they spend teaching on average in 
the academic year. The most common response was 2-3 hours (20%), although 13% 
average 7-8 hours and 12% more than 8 hours.  
 

 
 
According to the University’s Graduate Students Who Teach policy, the maximum number of 
hours a postgraduate student can teach is 6 hours a week over an academic year of 44 
weeks. The question specifically asked respondents to average their response over the 
academic year, although there is no guarantee all respondents will be aware of the policy-
stated length of the academic year. The majority only taught during the Spring and Autumn 
terms (77% and 87%) respectively), so it is possible some of these would not exceed an 
average of 6 hours over 44 weeks. Nevertheless, some students (5) reported teaching all 
three terms. Of these, 1 respondent said they work 6-7 hours and one said they work over 8 
hours, suggesting that University policy is being breached in some cases.  
 
More data is needed to ascertain whether the other 35% of students who reported teaching 
more than 6 hours a week are exceeding the maximum average set out in the policy. 
Nonetheless, The Students’ Union asks whether the total allowance of 264 hours of teaching 
a year is a reasonable recommendation for a full-time research student – given this would 
result in an average of 12 hours (i.e. effectively 2 days) a week over the two main teaching 
terms. In the case of studentship holders who teach for no extra pay, doing 6 hours work a 
week – even if it is only over 2 terms – may be felt by some to overly burden their finances 
and time:  

 
If I had been paid for all of the teaching work I had done as a research 
student I wouldn't have felt compelled to take on more part-time work 
(including but not limited to teaching). The Studentship alone is not 
enough to cover the many costs of living in London with any reasonable 
quality of life. Failing to pay research students for the teaching they do 
means many have to seek additional money from elsewhere; this either 
means they do more paid work (which takes away from time spent 
researching and writing, and the PhD takes longer) or they receive 
additional money/support from parents/family/whomever (which means 
that doing a PhD remains open to a relatively privileged set of people). 

 
 

0
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10%
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7%
10%
10%

13%
12%
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Under 1 hour
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6- 7 hours
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More than 8 hours

T h i n k i n g  o f  a l l  y o u r  t e a c h i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  
c o m b i n e d ,  h o w  m a n y  h o u rs  d o  y o u  e s t i m at e  

y o u  s p e n d  o n  t e a c h i n g o n  
a v e r a g e p e r w e e k i n  t h e  a c a d e m i c  y e a r ?
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Furthermore, whilst the policy claims teaching activity is “subject to the approval of their 
supervisor and Head of Department, provided the activity does not jeopardise the progress 
or completion of their research studies or the experiences of the students in receipt of such 
teaching activity”, the majority of studentship holders are required to teach and have little 
say about how much this amounts to. Just over half of studentship holders (30) agreed with 
the statement “if I were free to choose, I would have chosen to teach less”.  
 
Views on the Studentship Teaching Experience 

 
60 respondents answered a series of questions asking them about their satisfaction with the 
teaching experience as studentship holders. Mirroring the earlier findings of inconsistencies 
in the amount of teaching funded students are told they have to do and how these are 
communicated, two thirds (40) somewhat or strongly disagree that teaching requirements 
are clearly communicated to those on studentships or scholarships, and are consistent 
across the department.  
 

“I find that it should be much clearer regulated what and how much we 
are teaching. It seems that this is left vague on purpose” 
 
“There is significant disconnect of information between advisors and 
[Head of Department] about teaching requirements.” 

 
Most agree (37) that they receive an adequate level of support from other academic staff for 
their teaching work.  

 
“The member of academic staff that I worked most closely with was 
extremely supportive. However, there seemed to be an issue with clarity 
about what was required from people on studentships. It would be much 
easier if this was made clear in advance.” 
 
“The lecturers I work with are very helpful and supportive.” 
 

Around half agree that have sufficient training or knowledge to tech at City to their 
best of their ability, over a third, however, disagree. 

 
“The first year I taught I felt very stressed and under-prepared to teach, 
but it got better the following years.” 
 
“I have extensive teaching experience from previous jobs. This has 
helped me keep the amount of time spent on prep and marking to a 
minimum. Had I not had this experience, however, this would have been 
very different.” 
 

An equal amount strongly or somewhat agree the amount of teaching they are required to do 
as part of their studentship is fair and reasonable as do those who somewhat or strongly 
disagree. Some of the written responses were very critical of the studentship teaching 
requirements, with some openly unhappy about what was seen as a way for the University 
to receive ‘free’ teaching:  

 
“It is an unfortunate obligation I have to fulfil for my studentship and I am 
unhappy every time I have to teach. University staff want to sell me the 
teaching "for my experience", but I have years of teaching experience and 
was so glad I could leave teaching to do a PhD, and I never want to teach 
any more, I want to go into research. I do not want to complain as I knew 
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beforehand I had to teach for this studentship and I am fulfilling my 
obligation to the best - however, these are my feelings.” 
 
“It is not fair to not get paid for teaching.” 
 
“I've been involved in many other activities at City, which do not 'count' 
because they're not teaching. Only teaching is 'recognised', and 
encouraged. This makes me think that the teaching requirement may not 
be about PhD students getting the skills required for their future career, as 
much as a way to get some teaching done for free.” 

 
Another prominent theme from the written responses was that the studentship requirements 
negatively impacts their ability to complete on time.  

  
“We studentship students have less time for our PhD than students who 
pay their fees themselves - but are expected to have submitted after 3 
years too - this is not logical. The teaching steals my PhD time.” 
 
“Also, the amount of preparation required for the teaching (ensuring all 
readings are done plus planning of seminar sessions) took up 2 full days 
per week, leaving me with very little time to focus on my PhD.” 
 
“It's odd how PhD students (especially those on studentships) are pushed 
to finish on time, yet many students I know from other divisions and 
schools are required to do sometimes a lot of teaching and marking on 
subjects they're not necessarily experts in, which of course slows down 
their progress to completion.” 

 
Furthermore, 38 out of 59 respondents (64%) somewhat to strongly agreed with the 
statement: “The teaching has affected the progress of my PhD”. 
 
 

 

Hourly-Paid Teachers 
 

Two-thirds (67%) of the research students in the sample have done paid teaching work. 
 
More than half of those in paid teaching work have worked as a Teaching Assistant.  
 

Strongly agree
22%

Agree
14%

Somewhat agree
15%

Neither agree nor 
disagree

10%

Somewhat 
disagree

17%

Disagree
15%

Strongly disagree
7%

"If I were free to choose, I would have chosen to teach less"
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‘Other’ included: Clinical 
tutor, Co- teacher on a 
module, Extra marking, Laboratory 
demonstrator, Marker, Marking 
assistant, Session coordinator and teacher for widening participation activities, Tutor 
for student with learning difficulties, Visiting Lecturer, Seminar leader.  
 
Contracts 
 
 Of the students doing paid teaching (total 66), more than three quarters (53, 80%) had 
received a written contract or were waiting to receive one. 5 reported not receiving a contract 
at all. There were some issues reported with the length of time it takes to receive a contract, 
with 43% only receiving a contract after they started teaching and some reporting it took a 
whole semester for them to be contracted (and hence paid). The delay in issuing contracts 
points to inefficiencies in HR administration at School and Departmental level: 
 

“I didn't get contract or paid for the first semester 2015/2016” 
 

“ The fact that I have been waiting since February to get my contract in 
order to get paid does not make me very happy.” 

 
The majority of contracts were held with the University (41), but 9 were held with UniTemps, 
and 3 were unsure. All schools (except the Law School, although note there was a low 
number of respondents) appear to use UniTemps. Some respondents were openly critical of 
UniTemps: 
 

“It all needs to be way more consistent: the Unitemps system needs to be 
abolished. ALL guest-lecturers AS WELL AS teaching assistants need to 
be on a UNIVERSITY CONTRACT, not a UNITEMPS CONTRACT. 
Different systems create unfairness, and, in result, dissatsfaction.” 

 
In most of these contracts (37; 70%), the teaching hours are specified, however, in about a 
third of the contracts (17, 33%), teaching duties are not specified. 
 
Pay 
The Visiting Lecturer policy notes that for normal teaching on undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes, grade 6 is the minimum pay grade. Respondents were 
presented with a copy of the hourly pay rate scale for Grade 6 and asked whether they are 
paid on this grade. Only 38% (24) indicated they were. 10 respondents said they didn’t know 
their hourly rate of pay. 
 
Those respondents who indicated they were not on Grade 6 were shown the pay scale for 
Grade 5 (which the VL policy notes may be appropriate for certain teaching activities, but 
should only be determined after a formal matching process). 18% (7) said they were on 
Grade 5, but the majority either indicated they were not (44%) or were unsure (38%). 
 

Role  Frequency Valid Percent 
Teaching Assistant 35 53.8 
Guest lecturer 7 10.8 
Module leader 3 4.6 
Other (please specify): 20 30.8 
Total 65 100.0 
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These findings indicate that only half of all hourly paid teachers are on a University 
recognised pay grade. The remainder are either unsure or indicated they received another 
hourly pay rate.  Although more detailed data on these pay rates are not available, it was 
noted that those on UniTemps contracts had the lowest rate of pay at £12.58 (2 
respondents). Further investigation is needed to ascertain whether there are significant 
numbers of hourly-paid research students who are not being paid on the recommended 
scale for University contracted teaching, or whether there is a lack of clarity about pay rates. 
Either way, the findings suggest more needs to be done to explain rates of pay to teachers 
before they start teaching: 

 
“Pay is not clarified at outset” 

 
“I have been promised £100 for planning and delivering a one-off lecture 
for a module, and have just discovered that one of my colleagues was 
asked to do the same thing last year in the same department but was only 
paid £50 per lecture.” 
 

Teaching Hours and Duties 
 
Half of the students (28) spend less than 4 hours per week on paid teaching. However, 
nearly a quarter (13; 23%) spend 8 hours or more. Time spent in class is significantly lower: 
Over a half (51%) spent less than 2 hours in class.  
 

Time spent on teaching (all tasks) per week 
 Frequency Percent 
Under 1 hour 7 13% 
1-2 hours 10 18% 
2-3 hours 7 13% 
3-4 hours 4 7% 
5-6 hours 10 18% 
6-7 hours 2 4% 
7-8 hours 3 5% 
Over 8 hours 13 23% 
Total 56 100% 

 
 
 
 

Paid on 
Grade 6

38%

Paid on 
Grade 5

11%

Unsure
24%

Not paid on 
either Grade

27%

Grades of Pay
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As with those teaching on a studentship, teaching preparation, delivery, assessment and 
answering student email queries make up the majority of respondents’ duties, with more  
involved in teaching seminars, tutorials or labs then delivering lectures.   

 
Some respondents stated their contracts do not specify all of the duties they actually 
perform: 
 

“The contract is not specific in its wording. The title is “Visiting 
Demonstrator”. I plan and lead weekly tutorials, though no mention of 
those specific duties in the contract.” 

 
“The hours doesn't quite fit, since I have prepared, taught and marked 
several lectures of different courses/modules. The rate of pay 
(aofrmentioned) included 5 hours per lecture, but doesn't cover 
preparation, preparation of marking guidelines and essay /exam 
questions, student queries, or much marking time. There has been no 
guidance offered or given on these duties.” 

 
 
Views on the Hourly-Paid Teaching Experience 
Respondents were asked a number of questions about their views on their teaching 
contracts and pay. For all four questions, respondents had slightly negative assessments 
(with the mean being larger than the neutral point = 3). An almost equal amount of people 
somewhat agreed (27%) that their rate of pay was adequate, as those who strongly 
disagreed (25%). The questions about time allocation received the strongest negative 
assessments.  
 

Answer   
 

Frequency % 
Leading a module   

 

7 12% 
Planning lectures   

 

16 28% 
Delivering lectures   

 

20 35% 
Planning seminars/tutorials/labs   

 

33 58% 
Leading seminars/tutorials/labs   

 

39 68% 
Course-relation administration (e.g. 
taking registers) 

  
 

29 51% 

Pastoral responsibilities   
 

10 18% 
Holding office hours   

 

21 37% 
Replying to student emails   

 

38 67% 
Marking/assessment   

 

44 77% 
Assessment feedback sessions   

 

22 39% 
Other (please specify):   

 

4 7% 
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Question Strongly 
agree  

(1) 

Some 
what 
agree 

 (2) 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

(3) 

Some 
what 

disagree 
(4) 

Strongly 
disagree 

(5) 

Mean 

The pay is adequate for all of my 
teaching duties 

16.4% 27.3% 12.7% 18.2% 25.5% 3.09 

The contract allocates adequate time 
for class preparation 

7.4% 18.5% 22.2% 25.9% 25.9% 3.44 

The contract allocates adequate time 
for marking 

5.6% 20.4% 25.9% 20.3% 27.8% 3.44 

The contract allocates adequate time 
for liaising with students 

3.7% 13.0% 33.3% 22.2% 27.8% 3.57 

 
Over 50% of respondents somewhat disagreed or strongly disagreed that the contract 
allocates adequate time for preparation. A number of respondents commented that they 
spend much longer on teaching preparation than the time provided for by their contract: 
 

“For lecturing or lab support work, the contract only allows for contact time, 
not time is allocated for planning or outside support.” 
 
“I was not paid for any preparation time for teaching that I undertook, apart 
from on the module that I led. This meant that for a large part of my 
teaching, I was spending hours preparing for lectures and seminars, but 
only being paid for the 2 or 3 hours of face-to-face contact I had with 
students. I estimate that my actual hourly rate of pay would have been well 
below minimum wage, given the number of hours of preparation required. 
For an intense 3 hour lecture, I spent at least 20 hours preparing the 
lecture.” 
 
My teaching preparation time is not being considered in my contract. I am 
solely being paid for the time I spend in class. 

 
Similarly, the majority were either not sure, or strongly disagreed that their contract allocates 
adequate time for marking. 
 
The questions did not ask about what multiplier hourly-paid teachers receive for their 
teaching as preliminary consultations with research students indicated widespread confusion 
about what multipliers mean.  This is another avenue that needs further investigation. The 
Visiting Lecturer policy states hourly-paid teachers should be paid on a multipler of 2.5 to 
cover the time spent on preparation and marking, but it is not known whether research 
students are receiving this. The above results for the time allocation question and the 
number of written responses stating they were not being adequately paid for out-of-class 
time suggest many are not, or if they are, that the multiplier doesn’t reflect the amount of 
work they do.    
 
Views of teaching were not wholly negative. Some respondents acknowledged the 
importance of gaining teaching experience, but noted that such opportunities may not be 
equally available to all: 
 

“It is wonderful to have an opportunity to teach, and vital for an academic 
career. As a part-time student, I have had to fight for opportunities to 
teach, which has proven time consuming. Being paid is not the most 
important part of teaching.” 
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“The teaching experience was good in general and I found it useful” 
 

Concluding Remarks 
 
The Student Union acknowledges the valuable experience that teaching confers on research 
students in a highly competitive academic job market in academia. However, this teaching 
experience should not be to the detriment of students’ PhD studies and student experience. 
These preliminary findings suggest there a number of areas in need of improvement for both 
those doing studentship teaching and hourly-paid teaching, to make sure teaching work 
does not have a negative impact. 
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